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Editorial

Mandy’s Magic Words

The answers will vary
enormously: some of you are very
new to Magic and so you’ll have
barely started seeing things to
tempt your pocket money. Others
have been spending money like
it’s going out of fashion, buying
every new thing that hits the
market. Then there are those who
have been given, or inherited,
boxes of old magic that they wade
through – trying to find all the
pieces or the instructions to work out what each item does. These
days new magicians often have no more than a pack of cards, their
focus being tricks and moves rather than exploring further.

Luis de Matos at J-Day
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So which is the right idea? It’s not an easy one to decide. Knowing
more tricks than you can ever need can be good – provided they are
based around the classics and the ‘tools’ of the trade. These help
you to think on your feet or to take on yet another trick because the
mechanics of it are familiar to you. Therefore learning a top change
or a fake transfer within the concept of a trick is good as it will open
doors to other tricks with similar moves.
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On the other hand David Devant, the first President of The Magic
Circle, was once asked by an amateur magician: ‘How many tricks
can you do because I can perform hundreds?’ David replied: ‘I should
say that I know about eight... !’
Magicians on TV have to have many tricks and routines available for
their shows, week after week, series after series (hopefully). In this
case, they don’t work alone – they have teams of advisers to help
them achieve effects that are often suggested by their non-magician
TV directors. Invariably the fact that they are being shown on TV
helps the way the creation works – but I’ll leave you to figure out
when this applies!

For YMC information, workshops etc
contact info@youngmagiciansclub.com
All competitions, articles and letters should
be sent to the address above or e-mailed
to: mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk

When you see live performances you will find those magicians, for
the most part, do their ‘act as known’ which is the tricks they know
best and have worked over and over to a very polished standard. The
patter may evolve over many years of performance, even methods
may vary as new, improved ones are discovered – but working
magicians know, from experience, what is best for their personalities
and the audiences they serve.
The conclusion? Learn lots now, practise everything well, find the
best for you and polish them!
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ow many tricks do
you own? It’s an
interesting question,
isn’t it?
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At the time of writing I have only
seen two episodes of the primetime BBC 1 Saturday Night magic
show “Now You See It”. I was
delighted to hear that magic was
coming to Saturday Nights on
BBC 1 again; but a concern hit me
when the trailers billed it “The Best Of Magic and The Worst
Of Magic” – particularly when the “worst” was accompanied
by a piece of archive footage of Doug Henning. Although
very cheesy now, “hippy” was “in, Man” in the seventies and
Henning was at the cutting edge of magic. He shaped illusion
presentation for generations ahead. Fortunately the trailer
did not indicate the way they were going to portray Henning
in episode two which generally was quite respectful. I am
still a little concerned where they might go with “the worst of
magic” but I was amused to see YMC member Luke featured
briefly!
We could debate at length about current television
presentation of magic. Is it acceptable to portray magic
as being what you would see if you were there live but, in
reality, this is not the case? The audience reaction cutaways,
started by David Blaine, hide a multitude of dodgy moves
and sometimes the trick we see on TV is a different one to
the trick the punters were watching! Indeed, in some of the
modern shows, the members of the public are in on the act and even part of the secret! Allegedly, David Copperfield has
even used these tactics from time to time in his TV shows.
Also, we know that television magic now sometimes includes
the digital removal of, for example, supporting wires. Given
this, anything is possible on TV!
Our own Paul Daniels was on prime-time Saturday night
BBC 1 for decades (literally) but with Ali Bongo, Graham Reed,
John Fisher and others there advising, we know that virtually
everything we saw was exactly as performed live. There were
few cutaways or edits and then usually for artistic or practical
reasons and not for method concealment. The recent brilliant
Darcy Oakes show, shown on TV, was performed at Blackpool
Opera House in front of a live audience so that must be all
above board - surely? Well, so I am told, not necessarily. Even
in that show, I hear, the cameras were stopped and lights
dimmed down at strategic moments and the audience told
this was for technical reasons. I am sad if that was the case.
It’s great to see magic on television – particularly on main
channels at prime time – but let’s hope that programme
makers stick to principles that keep live magic positive.
On a different note, our Facebook page is becoming more
popular and increasing numbers of you are joining up. If you
have a Facebook account (yes, I know you have to be fourteen
or over) then sign up and join in the discussions. Your fellow
members are there waiting for you!

Kevin Doig Chairman
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Friday 6 February, Friday 6 March
Close-up at The Magic Circle

This event showcases an amazing collection of
close-up magicians presenting superlative magic
right before your very eyes. Seeing is believing!
Doors open 7pm, event starts at 7.30pm and
finishes at approximately 9.30pm.
Tickets £16.50 plus transaction fee from www.
themagiccircle.co.uk or www.seetickets.com
General Enquiries: closeup@themagiccircle.co.uk
Tuesday 10 February, 24th February, 10th March,
24th March
At Home with The Magic Circle

A regular evening of myster y and wonder featuring
some of the club’s top magicians in “At Home with
The Magic Circle”. This event features history,
close-up and stage entertainment. Doors open at
7pm when the Club Room bar and museum are
open. Parlour magic begins at 7.30pm. During
the interval, the museum and bar are open once
again. Then it’s time for a stage show in the
theatre to finish off your evening. Individuals can
book online.
Note: suitable for ages 14 and above. Under-14s
will not be admitted.
Further details:
www.themagiccircle.co.uk/public-events
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2015
Saturday 24th January 2015
Saturday 7th March 2015 *

Saturday 14th February 2015

Saturday 11th April 2015		

Saturday 20th June 2015

Saturday 16th May 2015 *

Saturday 18th July 2015 *

Saturday 19th September 2015 J-Day auditions * Sunday 25th October 2015 J-Day
Saturday 28th November 2015 *
NB All dates with * are Ali Bongo show dates.
For members only. Workshop fee £8.00 paid on the day. Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three). Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck
of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance
each time and receive confirmation. Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net

SEE YOU IN SOUTH SHIELDS?
What do the following have in common?
Michael Finney
Satori
Atlas and Looch
John Carey
Kieron Lefever
Russ Brown

John Archer
The Great Nardini
Dave Andrews
Luke Jermay
High Jinx
Michael Diamond

Magic
They will ALL be appearing at the South Tyneside International
Convention! There is still time to book so don’t delay!
13 to Sunday March 15, are available now priced at
Tickets for the S.T.I.M.F convention, which runs from Friday March
6 or email events@southtyneside.gov.uk. Further
£65.00 per person. For more information, or to book, call 0191 424798
details can also be found at www.southtynesidemagic.com

The Wessex Magicians’ Convention!

Sunday 19th April

Wessex Magical Association is extending a special discount to
any member of YMC (16 or
under) who might wish to come to the Convention. Any Junior Magici
an is FREE, for both the
day convention and the evening Gala Show, when accompanied
by a full paying adult. This
means that for £25.00 both the Junior Magician and the accompanyin
g adult get entry to the
Convention AND Gala show (that’s a full day’s entertainment from
approximately 9am to 9pm
– exact times still to be determined!). This offer will last up until 31st
March 2015.

Wayne Fox

So far the following have been booked:
Card workshops with Paul Gordon and Christian Schenk “Card Shark”
(from Germany)
Lecture from Wayne Fox plus lecture & Gala Show from Jasper Blakele
y, Morgan & West and Daniel Hunt with Amethyst
There will also be a Dealers’ Hall open throughout the day – which
will include Alakazam, PropDog, Magic Attic, Mike
Danata, Paul Gordon, Jasper Blakeley,Wayne Fox and more.
Tickets can be purchased from the ticket page on our Website www.w
magic.uk or directly from Treasurer Ken Leonard
Tel: 01202 624101 (email treasurer@wmagic.co.uk).
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Hello all, I am Chris Dodd, a member of the Young Magicians Alumni.
In 2001, I joined the Young Magicians Club and was over the moon when I received my initiation pack with a
trick, an issue of the newsletter and a shiny new membership card - something I kept with me long after I left the
club, aged eighteen, for nostalgia’s sake.
I attended my first workshop the following month and it was love at first sight with the experience. The team of
Mandy Davis, Ali Bongo, Roy Marsh and the other members were all friendly, welcoming and helpful. I religiously
attended every workshop, lecture and seminar, where I made friends, ate my packed lunch and took extensive
notes - burning the things I had learnt into my mind.
I attended the Magic Circle Centenary celebrations in 2005 which coincided with the ‘7/7 Bombings’, causing
my parents great anxiety. However, I was safe and sound sitting with Tommy Wonder watching Juan Tamariz
perform ‘Mnemonicosis on the Phone’ and eating sandwiches with Paul Daniels and Debbie McGee! What a
great experience that was! I will treasure the photos with the wonderful performers whom I had posed with and
received autographs from, especially those of people who are no longer with us.
In the dealers’ hall I remember I met Derren Brown who, dressed in a beige suit, quipped when I spilled my water
on his trousers:
“You need not be nervous, I’m not that famous yet!” - something he remembered at the stage door a few years
later!
I left the YMC, aged eighteen, one year after I had begun college to train to be a pastry chef. I continued

practising and performing magic
throughout my studies and I have
now been a professional chef for
ten years and have cooked for,
and sometimes performed for, many
big names including the Rolling
Stones, Slash, Rihanna and The
Magic Circle’s own Prince Charles.
It has been a very fulfilling career,
I have learned a whole range of

things which I have been able
to apply to my magic, whether it
be finance, coming up with ideas
under pressure or even working in
very hot environments (stage lights
can make it very hot up there!).
Now I am no longer working in
restaurants and hotels, I am keeping
my food for the people closest to
me and those who catch me on a
particularly creative day.
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I am focusing on my magic and
entertaining folk instead of filling
their bellies.
What I have learned is that it is
of great importance to have an
additional skill to add to your
toolkit on top of your thumb tip,
half dollars and countless packs of
bicycle cards. Work, as a performer,
won’t always be consistent; to be

Chris Dodd
Favourite trick – Any Card at Any
Number or Coins Across
My favourite magician – David
Copperfield, he is the epitome of
success
My favourite magic books –
Scripting Magic – Pete McCabe/
Encyclopedia of Coin Magic – J.B
Bobo/ Carter Beats the Devil – Glen
David Gold
My favourite non-magic books –
Mastery – Robert Green
On the Shortness of Time – Seneca
Influence – Dr. Robert Cialdini
Favourite dish – Granny Smith crème
brûlée with crème de mûre poached
blackberries
popped
quinoa
crumble or if I am at home…baked
beans on toast

able to walk into a restaurant and
offer a valuable skill they need, and
that you enjoy, can tide you over until
your next performance.
Another thing that I have been able
to do is, having kept in contact
with many venue managers from all
the great places in which I have
worked, I have been able to secure
myself gigs in some wonderful hotels
and restaurants around the world. I
recommend that each of you ask for
the manager at a venue, only when
it isn’t very busy in there, and have
him watch a trick, or, even better,
show a waiter a trick and have him
recommend you to the manager there
and then; because there is no better
publicity than word of mouth and
personal recommendation.
A trick can be made up from anything,
I mean, as I write this, I can think of
a version of Coin Matrix and Coins
through Table I did with bits of
leftover sponge cake I had - it fitted
the situation.
So build up an arsenal of sleights
and tricks, ones that aren’t necessarily
specific to one item or situation. I am
a big fan of card magic and a huge
part of what I perform involves them.

However, I am an even bigger
enthusiast of being able to
take stock of a situation, see
an item personal to somebody
or just sitting on a table nearby
and, without prior preparation,
make people’s eyes pop from
their heads in disbelief.
As for me now, I have two solid
walkaround routines, a parlor
act and I am writing my stage
show which I plan to have fully
rehearsed, and on the circuit,
by 2016.
My dear young magical
friends, stay in school, stay in
The Magic Circle and set your
goals specifically with tiny, daily
steps on how to reach them. If
the goal seems far away, and
difficult to reach, don’t change
the goal, change how you will
get there.
Be safe, be happy and don’t
let anybody make you afraid
to perform.
Chris Dodd
Theconjuringchef.com
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Biggest magical influences – John
Lovick on the importance of creating
a character and Michael Vincent
on the imperative need to have
immaculate technique.
Biggest non-magic influence – Sir
Richard Branson for his never ending
passion for creativity and his eye
to find a business opportunity in
anything.
Favourite quote - “And above all,
watch with glittering eyes the whole
world around you because the
greatest secrets are always hidden
in the most unlikely places. Those
who don’t believe in magic will never
find it.” Roald Dahl

YOU TUBE- Jeff McBride
FRIEND OR FOE
Tips from a pro!
co nt i n u e f ro m p re v i o u s i ss u e

YouTube and fill out forms to have it removed. This
is time consuming but must be done if you want
your YouTube clips to be amazing.

CELEBRITY OR MAGICIAN?

SECRET VIDEO VERSIONS OF YOUR
SHOW
Bad footage of your show can be posted by other
friends - or haters!
Most folks are just filming and sharing on Youtube
because that is how we show appreciation these
days!. However not everyone is aware that YOUR
performance is your property and putting any old
footage on YouTube makes for confusion. For
example: if I have a GREAT version of my Cups and
Balls online, why do I want a bad version that is
shot on low quality video (often from the back of
the theatre) online, too? Bad footage can damage
you. Folks can take secret videos of you from bad
angles, too. If this does happen, you have to contact

BE CAUTIOUS WITH YOUR
COMMENTS
One of the things I most dislike about YouTube is the
often trashy comments at the end of performances.
Usually these provocative comments are left by
internet trolls just trying to stir up a fight. Don’t fall
into flaming with them. On the other hand, I’ve
seen supportive comments about a clip, even if the
magician is performing material that is not their
own or that they have stolen! We can waste a lot
of time and energy going back and forth on the
internet. One of the best things to do when you
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ouTube -does it help or hurt magicians?

My friend Lance Burton recently addressed a
group of young magicians at the International
Brotherhood of Magicians convention in St. Louis.
During Lance’s talk, he mentioned something
very important. Lance said that getting 100,000
hits on YouTube makes you a celebrity - but it
doesn’t necessarily make you a great magician.
There are many YouTube clips of magic effects,
pranks and other magic gags that are very popular
- but do these help the magician’s image as a
performer? That is a question you will have to ask
yourself when you put a clip on YouTube. ‘Does
this YouTube clip build my persona and career? Or
is it just a way of getting attention and views on
my YouTube channel?’ Will you be able to do this
live in your show - or is it just TV magic? Some
magicians have gotten themselves into trouble by
creating magic effects that can only be done in the
medium of video - and then they cannot perform
them live. That is a pitfall you should try to avoid.

start getting emotionally angry is to turn off your
computer and go practise your magic in front of
the mirror!

VIMEO OR YOUTUBE?
When you send clips to agents, bookers or anyone
connected to buying your show, be aware that
when you host your clips on VIMEO, it is higher
quality and, if you do, the viewers will not see other
“suggested and related clips” that might lead
them to your competition - or tutorial videos of the
effects you are performing.

DON’T SHOW ALL YOUR SHOW!
If you put your entire show, every bit of it, out on

YouTube there will be nothing new or surprising
for your client. People could say “Oh, I’ve seen it
all before.”
The best magicians put out “sizzle reels” of their
work. A sizzle reel is made up of highlights of your
act but doesn’t give everything away. Here is an
example of a sizzle reel that was created for me
by Jordan Wright from RED SPADE entertainment.

http://vimeo.com/24448725
On the rare occasion that somebody needs to see
your full show, like a cruise ship or television show,
then post on a Vimeo link to ensure your privacy

AVOID KEYWORDS THAT MIGHT
EXPOSE YOUR MAGIC
Often I have this conversation with magicians:
‘One of my friends says they are performing
their show and they perform a close-up version
of the Linking Rings’. While they are performing,
an audience member can take out their phone
and google “Linking Rings,” and see a tutorial

explaining the effect. This sort of behaviour can
really spoil the fun of a magic show. If people have
the answers to our secrets at their fingertips, why
even bother?
I would caution you to avoid using keywords
such as “Lazy Man’s Handcuffs” when you start
to link and unlink rubber bands. If you post a
video of you performing the Zombie Ball don’t
use the phrase “Zombie Ball “in the keywords
that will bring up search results because your
viewer will also see other magicians teaching the
effect and exposing the secret. Also, be careful of
leaving your show running order out in a theatre

if you use generic terms for the effects. A list on
the wall backstage that says “Zigzag, Sub trunk,
Asrah…” could mean that stagehands and other
curious people can take out their telephone, plug
in those keywords and see exposure of your
feats before you even perform them onstage.

WATCH THIS VIDEO
Here is an episode of MYSTERY SCHOOL
MONDAY. Most of these episodes we keep off
air but we thought we would give you an open
link to just one of these episodes. If you want
more information on our hidden episodes you
can go to www.mcbridemagic.tv
In the meantime enjoy this episode edited by
Scott Steefyre:
h t t p s : // v i m e o . c o m / u s e r 2 1 4 2 2 8 6 6 /
review/111712156/17ec1844aa
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TRICK:
The Amazing Psychic Fish!

A Comedy Close-Up Card Effect
You display a deck of cards and have one chosen.
This is looked at by the spectator and those around
the table, but not seen by you as you look away - the
card is then held face down. You say that you are not
going to identify the card – the amazing psychic fish
is going to do it!
You take out a small, red, cellophane fish, the sort
that you often get in Christmas crackers, or see in
joke shops, and is called a ‘Fortune Telling Fish’.
(You place it on
your outstretched
palm and the
heat of your hand
makes it curl at
the head, or the

Four: Stays motionless
Five: Curls head and tail
Six: Curls head and one fin
Seven: Curls tail and one fin
Eight: Flips right over
Nine: Curls head, tail and one fin
Ten: Curls head, tail and both fins
Jack/King/Queen: Curls both fins only
The fish remains motionless and so this means
that the card is a four. You announce that the card
is the Four of
Clubs. It is turned
over and the
amazing psychic
fish is seen to be
correct!
WORKING:
This is just a bit
of fun and makes for a surprising, entertaining and
easy way to reveal a
chosen card. You will
need to know a card
force (such as the
cross cut force) and
the Four of Clubs
is the card that you
force on your spectators. You also need a ‘fortune
telling fish’, which you can easily make by cutting one
out of some red cellophane if you haven’t got one
from a cracker. You also need another, identical fish,
but this one is cut from slightly thicker red acetate
sheet, which you can get from art shops, craft shops
or ‘Hobby Craft’. This is like the lighting gels which
are put over stage lights to colour them. This thicker
fish will not curl up from the heat of your hand.
Because the second fish feels slightly different, this
is why you give this one to another spectator further
around the table at which you are performing, so no
one notices the difference in its feel or weight. Make
the printed card, with the playing card details on as
described, have the thicker fish in one pocket and
the regular, thin fish in the other. Once the card is
forced, bring out the thin fish and it will curl on the
spectator’s palm, because of the heat of the hand.
Whilst the spectators are reading that this means
a ‘Club’, you can pick up the fish, and as you walk
around the table, your hand can easily slip into your
pocket and switch the fish. The focus should be on
the spectators, and asking a second one to help you
by holding out a palm, so you have plenty of cover.
The second fish is now placed, it doesn’t move and
this reveals a ‘Four’. The psychic fish has ‘picked up
the vibrations’ and identified ‘The Four of Clubs!’
Then take your applause!

By Chris Wardle
tail, and from its
movements you
can pretend to
tell your fortune.)
You place it on
the
spectator’s
palm and ask them to just think of the suit of their
card, whilst everyone looks at the fish. It curls on
the spectator’s palm and you display a printed card
which reads:
Stays motionless: Hearts
Twists right around: Spades
Head/tail curls up: Clubs
Curls at the fins only: Diamonds
The fish curls at the head and/or tail. The performer
announces that the card must be a Club. The fish
is picked up off the spectator’s palm and a second
spectator, sitting opposite, is invited to help. You
move around to them and place the fish. The new
spectator concentrates. Everyone watches, then
looks at the back of the performer’s printed card,
which reads:
Ace: Curls head only
Two: Curls Tail only
Three: Twists around
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Diamond Jim Tyler Presents
DIE HARD

BET: That someone cannot balance a pair of dice, side by side, atop a single die.
Someone can actually watch you do this and witness the pair of dice atop the single die but, if
they try it, one or both dice will typically fall off.
SECRET: Secretly moisten your fingertip with water or saliva and stick the dice together. For the
best results I have found it is best to wet the 2, 4 or 6 side of a die because each of these numbers
has no middle spot or pip. Once I’ve secretly moistened the 2, 4 or 6 side of the die I’ll place it
next to the 2, 4 or 6 side of another die temporarily bonding them together. Now it is a simple
matter to balance them both atop the single die.
What’s clever is that one can disassemble your example and not be able to reconstruct it; that
is if you used a small amount of moisture. As soon as they pull the dice apart the moisture
evaporates.
Cards are sometimes called the Devil’s playthings but dice are said to be just as evil. Did you
know that if you roll a pair of dice one million times that each number will come up 16.666 percent
of the time? Also when playing craps that the number seven, thought to be lucky, also comes
up 16.666 percent of the time. The “Number of the Beast” carries on into infinity in both cases
like the Roman Emperor Claudius, who descended into Hades for being a gambler, was cursed to
shake a bottomless dice cup for eternity. Now if you round off the number after the decimal point
it is 667 which is actually “The Neighbour of the Beast”.

Extract from - Bamboozlers - The Book of Bankable Bar Betchas, Brain Bogglers, Belly Busters
& Bewitchery: Volume Three by Diamond Jim Tyler. The foreword of the book is by Mac King.
Available from: www.djtyler.com
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Cover Story

LUIS DE MATOS

L

uis de Matos was the only child
of over-protective teachers
who just wanted him to have
the best education and get a
degree. At the age of eight he
played guitar, and learned some tricks,
for a show. He loved both but studied
hard to keep his parents happy and
give him time off to go and watch live
entertainment whenever he could. He
became a Microbiologist until magic
took over.
When asked who his influences were,
magically, Luis answer promptly and
without reservation – Paul Daniels! He
told us that Paul is a ‘complete magician’
– he has a range across everything in
magic. Many magicians are only known
for their ten minutes act or for close up
or stage; there are very few in the history
of magic who are 360 degree magicians.

Luis continued: ‘Just by watching one of
Paul’s TV shows you get a huge range of
magic and International magicians.’
Luis advised that we shouldn’t learn
other people’s tricks. We should watch
and see why people are good and why
they are bad too. ‘Go to live theatre when
possible, but not magic as you won’t
learn from that, you will just become
a copy.’ All artists are inspired by other
acts and not by other artists of their own
genre.
When Luis went to make BBC’s The
Magicians series the people there
were shocked that he needed to show
the performance of each trick to the
production team first. He also showed
them all the workings and gimmicks for
each one so that everyone was aware
of what to avoid showing whilst filming.
It was so much easier when they knew
where the danger spots were likely to be.
Luis had a lot to say on many different
aspects of magic and the magic world.
His thoughts and ideas came tumbling
out with very little prompting:
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AT J-DAY

Taken from “An Audience with...”

‘I never ask my team or me to be the best
in the world – just to be the best that we
can’.
‘The show should be bigger than the
room!’ Luis also urged us to do close up
tricks which leave our audience members
with an object they can take home - They
will treasure it for years and show it off to
friends and family.
He reminded us that stories of magic
seen are as exaggerated as any gossip
and that can only do us good. He told us
that magic has become popular across
the world because of Dynamo and that
Derren Brown had changed the face of
mentalism. He insisted that even a bad
show is good for magic.
In actual fact we are only good because
we know the secrets and our audience
does not. For instance, if we had never
seen a piano we would be much more

impressed with the piano than the
person playing it! In Magic it’s the same:
people don’t see the magician, they only
see the trick.
Luis believes that magic attracts
mediocracy. In fact he himself practises
every day, not only physical practice but
also problem solving. He enjoys visiting
design shops for inspiration. In spite of
being a professional magician he is still
in love with magic!
His recommendations to the audience
were to read The Little Prince by Antoine
de Saint - Exupery every five years and
to watch his own DVDs as well as those
by David Williamson and, of course, Paul
Daniels.
His final words were to watch Frank
Sinatra because of his stage presence
– but I’ll add you should watch Luis de
Matos too, he’s a real icon!
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TIPS AND
METHODS
FOR DEVISING
YOUR OWN
MAGIC
EFFECTS
by Chris Wardle
Photo:
Justin van Vliet

Chris Wardle is a teacher, lecturer and a
Member of The Inner Magic Circle with Gold
Star. He has published several magic books and
contributed over 200 tricks to a wide range of
magazines. His ideas have been produced by
a number of magic dealers. Geoffrey Durham
used effects specially devised by Chris for his
appearances in Dictionary Corner on Channel
4’s ‘Countdown’. Chris won the ‘Trick of the
Year’ competition twice in ‘The Magician’
magazine and in 2014 he was presented
with ‘The Cecil Lyle Award’ for the best trick
published in ‘The Magic Circular’, the magazine
of ‘The Magic Circle’.

and so I became obsessed quite early on!
This meant that I watched as much magic as
I possibly could and, growing up through the
1980s, I was lucky enough to see something
of a ‘golden age’ of TV magic – Paul Daniels
on his long running ‘The Paul Daniels Magic
Show’; Geoffrey Durham, first in his comedy
magician persona as ‘The Great Soprendo’ and
later hosting ‘The Best of Magic’; and Wayne
Dobson in his own series ‘A Kind of Magic’.
Whilst watching these shows the thing that
really interested me was the list of names
in the end credits of ‘magic consultants’ -

O

ver the years there have been a
number of books on the subject
of developing your own ideas and
magic. What I present here are
my own humble methods in my
own words – a simple set of approaches that
have helped me to generate quite a number
of tricks which have appeared in magazines,
books, as prize-winning effects and have even
been used on T.V. I hope you enjoy the article
and find the ideas useful for your own magicmaking. Happy inventing!

1. WATCH
When I first became interested in magic, at
about the age of six, the magic ‘bug’ bit hard
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Ali Bongo, Barry Murray, Graham Reed, Gil
Leaney and others. It suddenly struck me that
there were people inventing these tricks and
actively researching and creating magic – and
I decided that I wanted to have a go at creating
my own tricks too! I used to record any and
every magic show I saw and then later watch
it back and write down what the magician had
done and how I thought it had been achieved.
I didn’t just want to know how it was done,
but what methods were being used or how I
might go about doing it. Of course, looking
back, sometimes my guesses were wildly off
the mark; but this strategy got me thinking
and I started to gather a collection of methods
which I could add to those I had discovered by
reading books and using the tricks I had been
given in magic sets. Therefore my first tip is
to watch as many professionals performing
magic as you can – both to learn from the
performance as well as to help you to identify
methods and magical principles that you could
adapt for your own use.

2. READ
It has been said many times that if you want
to keep something a secret, then publish it! I
have found this to be true as I’ve discovered
many great ideas and methods hidden away
whilst hunting through old books. No trick
is ever completely new – I am the first to
admit that my own ideas are only ever twists,
adaptations, combinations or extensions of
those wonderful methods that have gone
before. Reading a wide range of material opens
up the mind to these varying principles and
through combining, and developing, them new
ideas spring forth. Choosing what to read was
never an issue for me – I try to read anything
and everything. Sometimes the plot or method
of a stand up effect can spark an idea for a
close up item. Inspiration often takes you in
unexpected directions.

3. KEEP IT SIMPLE
One thing that I have found really helpful is
to read books which are either aimed at the
beginner - or those that were never intended
as magic books in the first place. By this I
mean puzzle books, number or word games,
challenges etc, as often a mathematical
stunt can be the starting point for a great
trick. Similarly magic books for children offer

tricks brought down to their simplest level.
Simple methods are always the best and
often these ‘pure’ effects are exactly what you
need. It is much easier to combine two simple
methods to create a cunning principle than
to try to graft two complicated ones together.
A skilled magician can develop a ‘pure’ idea
with additional methods and sleight of hand
– it is far harder to breathe new life into an
already complicated routine. Reading many
of our great magical inventors of the past has
shown that the strongest effects always have
the simplest starting points, methods and
principles. The tricks that have stood the test
of time all fall into this category. This is not to
say that they are easy – the simpler the trick,
often the greater the degree of skill is required
in presenting it and making it entertaining.

4. WRITE IT DOWN
Keeping a notebook, sketchpad or electronic
document handy is also useful and any ideas
that spring forth can be jotted down and
returned to later. Don’t think you’ll remember it
because you won’t - and writing an idea down
often clarifies it and enables you to see the
strengths and weaknesses of the trick much
more quickly. You could also draw a cartoon
sketch of what you want to achieve, to show
the stages of the trick from beginning to end,
to clarify your thinking.

5. CHANGE DIRECTION
Often older tricks can be brought up to date or
refreshed by being approached from different
angles. Many children’s routines, card effects
or comedy tricks, for example, are quite circular
in that they begin with a perfect item, (silk
handkerchief, playing card, pair of socks, rope,
flower, the list could go on and on!) but through
the ‘fault’ of the magician something terrible
happens to the item - or the card is ‘lost’ in the
deck. With help from your audience everything
is returned back to normal, just as everything
was at the beginning. This type of trick can be
adapted by starting the effect somewhere else
in the ‘cycle’ of the routine.

6. SHOP AROUND
I often look around DIY stores and hobby and
craft shops as there is always something of
interest which can spark a new idea. Nesting
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boxes, magnetic numbers, temporary adhesive
glues, unusual playing cards and larger or smaller
than normal envelopes can all be the inspiration
for new tricks. Visiting discount ‘Pound’ shops
can be helpful as you won’t feel guilty if you take
something to pieces or repaint it, as it only cost
you a small amount – and it lets your pocket
money go that bit further!

inside a thumb tip and how might it be made into
a trick or routine? Could you magically produce
a shoelace from a thumb tip, for example, then
suddenly notice that one of your trainer laces is
missing (this has been missing from the start,
but your audience don’t know this, because they
weren’t looking for it, until you pointed it out.) It
is thinking in this way which leads to new ideas.

7. MIX AND MATCH ROUTINES

I hope you have found the following advice
useful and that it might spark your own creative
ideas. Having your own unique trick makes you
different and if you are performing in a show or
close up situation with other magicians, then
you won’t all be doing the same effects, which
could be embarrassing. Getting your tricks in
print (such as in this magazine!) is a good way to
share your ideas and ensure that they are linked
to your name, so that people know that they are
yours – but check with magician friends to ensure
that someone hasn’t already published the same
idea. Don’t give up, have patience and keep at it!
Getting an idea just right takes time. These are
just my thoughts and the way I do it. I don’t claim
to be an expert; this is just what has worked for
me. I am still learning myself and one of the great
joys of magic is that there are always new ideas
and long lost principles waiting to be discovered!
Who knows, I might well be buying your trick,
DVD or book in the future!

Consider the opening and closing of an effect.
Sometimes a new idea can be generated by
taking the principle employed at the start of one
trick and marrying it with the principle used at
the end of another. Choose two favourite tricks,
using the same or similar props, e.g. cards, and try
this marrying routine – you may get an extended
routine or even a whole new trick.

8. IT’S GOOD TO TALK
Never underestimate the power of talking to
other magicians about your ideas. As magicians
we’re secretive by nature, but sharing an idea
with another magician friend can often generate
further ideas and improvements. This can be
tricky, as translating an idea in your head into an
effective routine in the eyes of another magician
can be challenging at first. However, bouncing
ideas around can be great fun and you might get
inspiration from your friend, just as you might
inspire them in the process.

9. WHAT ELSE..?
Think what else could be done with a known
principle or prop. I heard Paul Daniels in a lecture
say that he never reads the instructions to tricks,
but plays with the prop to see what he can do
with it and what it is capable of – he will then
read the instructions and often another clever
use for the prop has been discovered that was
not in the instructions! (Of course, if the trick is
at all dangerous in any way if misused, then DO
read the instructions first!)

10. EXPERIMENT WITH
DIFFERENT MATERIALS
Explore the tricks that you have and think about
how you could make something new by doing the
trick with a different material. For example, rather
than vanishing a silk hankie, what else could fit
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Secrets?
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gatherings that have happened
across the world
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Johnny Depp due to his ability to
perform as if he were someone
else, much like a magician
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Penn and Teller: Fool Us.
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REVIEWS
things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

The Egg Bag

HH
Requires practice

by Luis de Matos
n

Reviewed by Ian Keable

Gimmicked bag and instructional DVD. £21.00 plus p&p from your favourite dealer
supplied by Murphy’s Magic Supplies, www.murphysmagic.com
The Egg Bag is a true classic of magic — a trick which I suspect most
magicians have played around with at one time. The version best
known to UK audiences is undoubtedly Ken Brooke’s, which uses the
Malini Egg Bag and has as comprehensive a set of instructions as
you could possibly want. Luis de Matos also uses the Malini Egg Bag,
so what does he add to it which isn’t there in the Ken Brooke original?
Essentially it is three things. Firstly, a justification for using a rather
unusual prop. Luis says it is his ‘pocket’ — and demonstrates this
magically by pulling his pocket off, so it becomes the bag. This does
looks very convincing and is an impressive start to the trick.
Secondly, he details plenty of neat touches and handling points; a
mixture of his own, Ken Brooke and, especially, Johnny Thompson
who Luis fully acknowledges. There is one particularly deceptive
move where the bag seems to be folded up into four, with no
possibility of it concealing an egg. His whole routine, fully explained,
is a superb, delicate handling of not just the egg and the bag but
also of the single, seated spectator.
Finally, Luis comes up with a finish to top the helper removing the egg herself — which is the production of
a live chick. This is the main selling point of Luis’s version, highlighted by the image on the cover of the DVD
and the write up on the back. Full marks to Luis for going into comprehensive detail on how to obtain your
chicks, how to look after them prior to their production and the correct way to give them away at the end — so
the child isn’t left with an unwanted bird.
I could certainly see the production of a live chick being a reputation maker but I would advise anybody to
tread very warily before embarking on such a path. Luis stresses that the chick must only be one day old, has
to be kept in a warm environment and properly watered. So you not only need access to obtaining newly born
chicks the day before the show but also the means of retuming those you don’t use. (Luis suggests getting
at least five or six, saying that only one might be suitable for the trick — but he doesn’t elaborate on what
behaviour a ‘good chick’ should display.)
Luis fully explains his excellent load of the chick (although, unfortunately, in the live performance, there is a
camera cut-away as the load is happening), but I was surprised he didn’t go into more detail of how to produce
the ‘loaded chick’ from the bag. What he does is crush a blown egg at the same time as the chick pops out;
one can easily imagine an accident happening. In the explanation he uses a toy chick which I don’t feel is
appropriate, given he is teaching many magicians who will have had no experience of handling live birds.
My own advice would be to buy this DVD for the great routine prior to the ‘big finish.’ If you want an extra load,
then keep to something inanimate: Luis’s method, for instance, would certainly work for a glass of whiskey.
The Egg Bag part of the DVD lasts just over an hour; there is then a further thirty minutes advertising other
Essential Magic products with a couple of performance card routines in the middle. You also get a nicely made
Malini Egg Bag, smaller than the Ken Brooke original, with the DVD.
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The Intercessor 2.0

Requires practice

by Gaetan Bloom
n

HH

Reviewed by Lewis Starnes

Hardbound book, illustrated. £38.00 plus p&p from your favourite dealer supplied by
Murphy’s Magic Supplies, www.murphysmagic.com
Imagine the perfect card to impossible location effect. Perhaps the
magician places his wallet on the table, has a card selected, signed
and lost in the deck. The magician then spreads through the deck
and shows that the card has vanished, after which the magician
invites the spectator to open the wallet where the signed card is
found.
In reality, a sacrifice often needs to be made. With a signed card, a
load or switch is perhaps required during the reveal and, therefore,  
the spectator may not be able to remove the card from the wallet
themselves. Else, using a forced but unsigned card, the card can
cleanly be removed from the wallet by the spectator; but he may
not be fully convinced that the card found in the wallet isn’t simply
a duplicate.
The Intercessor gimmick extends the latter, cleaner version of the
effect: the gimmick allows the magician to perform a clean card
to impossible location effect with no switching or loads; but adds
additional proof that the card in the wallet is in fact the exact same
object as the original selected card.
You receive the Intercessor gimmick and a lengthy instructional DVD. The DVD is well filmed, instructions are
clearly given and several routines are shown and taught. Gaetan spends the first part of the DVD giving an
insightful history into the effect, explaining how various iterations of The Intercessor came to be the gimmick
that is sold today. The final result is a well made and refined gimmick; Gaetan shows many of the rejected
prototypes, from various factories, that he had made before finalising this 2.0 model.
To apparently eradicate the possibility of using duplicates within an effect, I feel that having a spectator sign a
card is still the best possible solution. Signing a card personalises it; it allows a spectator to make an unforgeable
marking on a card which would be trusted when the playing card is found in an impossible location. Whilst
I feel retaining a corner of a lost card remains secondary to signing one, Gaetan teaches a contributed idea,
from Juan Tamariz, where the spectator tears the last few millimetres of the corner themselves. This helps to
create a stronger memory of the spectator ripping part of the card and is a great idea to have the spectator
fully believe that no duplicates were used.
I certainly feel that The Intercessor is a must-have gimmick for any card magician. Whilst perfect for closeup, it’s also suitable for some stage routines: Gaetan uses the gimmick in a stage routine for which he often
receives standing ovations. I would recommend The Intercessor to any card magician wishing to take an
existing trick and add an extra, convincing element to it.
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COLOUREXTRACTION

TRICK
EFFECT:
The performer removes a card from the deck
eg: Ten of Hearts, and forms it into a tube,
securing it with an elastic band.
Reaching inside the tube, the performer
magically produces a red silk handkerchief.
When the tube is opened out, the playing
card is now blank - the red from the Ten of
Hearts image having been extracted.

APPARATUS:
A regular deck of cards.
A blank-faced card with matching back.
A thumb tip.
A small red silk (or a larger ‘diagonal’ silk)
An elastic band.

SET-UP:
Load the red silk inside the
thumb tip.
Place the Ten of Hearts at
the top of the deck. On top
of this place the blank-faced
card. The elastic band is
nearby and easily accessible.
The thumb tip can be on your
thumb right from the start or
may be loaded onto it later (from
pocket or close-up case).

by Ian Adair

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:
Let us assume the thumb tip is inside your
pocket.
Display the deck, fanning the faces towards the
audience. Be careful not to reveal the top two
cards at this stage. Square up the deck and rest
it face down on your left hand.
Explain that you require one card for this
experiment. In reversing the top card, a
‘double-lift’ is executed (two cards reversed as
one) which results in the Ten of Hearts being
displayed. Reverse these same cards (as one)
and immediately slide off the top card - the
black faced one - supposedly the Ten of Hearts.
Don’t reveal its face at this stage.
Discard the remainder of the deck by placing
the cards into your pocket. At the same time
load the thumb tip onto your thumb.
The blank-faced card is now formed into a
tube by placing it, blank face inwards, against
the thumb tip. The card is swiftly curled
around the thumb and the elastic
band is stretched around it to
keep it in place. The fingers and
thumb of the left hand grip
the tip through the rolled-up
card as the right thumb is
removed.
Wave your hand over the top
of the tube for effect, and
then produce the red silk.
The left hand holds the tube
upright, as the right removes
the band. The right thumb secretly
enters the tip as the playing card is
being opened out. The right hand comes away
with the tip on the thumb.
The face of the card is displayed, showing it is
blank.
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LOOP PLEASE

The man shown
would like to
release the
loop, but he
is unwilling
to take his
hand out of his
pocket, take off
t or stuff
his ves
MAGIC COLOUR SQUARE OF ORD
Can
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distribu
rop
te the colured tiles so that eac
the every
row, column and diagonal?
his pocket. Can
you work out
how he can do
it?

Solutions
Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution

Secrets December ‘14
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Well done! Your prize is
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